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Ras il-Wardija Sanctuary Revisited
2017-08-09

this book reassesses the evidence of a secluded punic roman sanctuary on the coastal promontory of ras il wardija on the central mediterranean island of gozo near malta

Bound by Distance
1997

bound by distance takes its place among a growing body of scholarship the goal of which is to challenge the kind of thinking that reproduces the west as a stable and
homogenous political and discursive entity the italian nation with its peculiar process of formation the continuous tensions between its own northern and southern regions
and its history of emigration provides an important case for complicating and reassessing concepts of national racial economic and cultural dominance the author analyzes
the interactive space of the history of italian state formation italian subaltern literature italian emigrant writing and the current situation of north african and asian
immigrants to italy in order to contest the feigned homogeneity of the italian nation and to complicate and reassess concepts of national racial economic and cultural
dominance

Edmund Husserl Bibliography
2013-03-09

this bibliography contains the publications of husserl and the main secondary literature on husserl from husserl s earliest publication 1887 till today 1997 as the
collection of material was conduded in lune 1997 the list of publications for the year 1997 is of course incomplete in this bibliography publications in the following
languages have been induded german english french italian spanish portuguese and dutch for both primary and secondary literature since this bibliography has been based
primarily on the consultation of the induded documents and not restricted to copying already existing bibliographies it was not possible to indude publications in
languages other than those mentioned the bibliography has been constructed in the following way 1 the list of husserl s works and secondary literature by individual
authors is preceded by a list of all edited volumes in which a text by or on husserl is published this list is ordered chronologica11y and runs from 1921 ti11 1997
inclusive edited volumes of the same year are classified according to language and this in the order mentioned above german english french etc edited volumes with a title
in more than one language are classified according to the above order of languages this of course concerns only the title of the edited volume not the title s of the
individual contributions this order is maintained throughout the other parts of the bibliography

Gender, Family and Work in Naples
2020-08-18

breaking new ground in mediterreanean anthropology this book rejects the discipline s traditional focus on honour and shame in small face to face communities and suggests
instead that gender and sexuality interact with material processes in the constitution of personal and social identities in this ethnographic account of the labour market
in naples the author shows how cultural definitions of gender can be used to investigate broad social processes scarce stable employment in the area means that household
members are forced to diversify their economic activities in order to survive petty entrepreneurship is an option which is almost exclusively available to men women who
are either unable or unwilling to obtain factory work are generally confined to the status of outworkers the author emphasises that individual choices cannot be
attributed solely to economic opportunities but that concepts of selfhood gender identity and the symbolic value of female sexuality are also important
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Library of Congress Catalogs
1977

this volume covers opera in italy france england and the americas during the long nineteenth century 1789 1914 the book is divided into four sections that are
thematically rather than geographically conceived places essays centering on contexts for operatic culture genres and styles studies dealing with the question of how
operas in this period were put together critical studies of individual works exemplifying particular critical trends and performance

National Traditions in Nineteenth-Century Opera, Volume I
2017-03-02

there is a discernible and growing gap between the qualifications that a university degree certifies and the actual generic 21st century skills with which students
graduate from higher education by generic skills it is meant literacy and critical thinking skills encompassing problem solving analytic reasoning and communications
competency

Does Higher Education Teach Students to Think Critically?
2022-08-30

this volume contains a selection of professor f w walbank s papers on classical greco roman subjects

戦後日本の形成と発展
1995

the history of european integration did not begin in the aftermath of the 20th century ad only the epilogue of a very long political religious and socio cultural
formation process that started with the great adventure of alexander the great and his impromptu universal empire in the centuries that followed europe became a land of
immigration of peoples of asian origin and indo european matrix who found themselves on a continent that had emerged from the ice and occupied their own living space
people still essentially present today who recognise themselves in europe as an entity that retains its own characteristic identity in political religious and historical
cultural terms this book tells the story of the forces and ideas that enabled different gentes to integrate and live together through facts characters thoughts faiths
royal dynasties and power struggles the text is conceived with a plural thematic structure that aims to reflect the various european souls and offer each specific
interpretation the introduction sets out principles concepts questions but also the philosophical cultural paths along which the overall european culture was formed even
if not entirely homogeneous and for long periods dramatically conflicting highlighting the turning milestones of the common continental thought thanks to an oriental and
classical philosophical discourse part one on the other hand recounts the history of european events personalities and evolutionary lines with a greek historical approach
relating them to the action and function of the empire especially the christian one which over the centuries attracted the various peoples settled in europe and trained
them in a model of civilisation and socio political organisation still visible today in every corner of the continent the formation of the european states and nations now
included in the eu is thus the product of the budding of the empire over two thousand years part two examines the evolution of european legal and political thought using
the method of roman jurist treatises following the development of the function of auctoritas from its first configuration in the ancient res publica of rome through the
medieval renaissance and modern eras to demonstrate the continuity of its conceptual reworking in every political and legal form of power established at every latitude of
europe up to the so called modern states of today s democratic and constitutional republics part three is a synthesis of the history of christianity from the events of
the first communities formed in the imperial age and then spread to the whole of europe thanks to the evangelical action of the missionary monks and the policy of
christianization of the peoples of europe conducted by the empire and the institutional church under the sign of the biblical eschatological vision of salvation for all
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believers in christ which has an evident jewish matrix and draws strength from the unique figure in human history of jesus of nazareth the story also deals with the
events that have marked the history of the christian church in every era from the original conceptual controversies to imperial dogmatism from the confrontation between
the different churches that arose in europe in the middle ages to the struggles between papacy and empire up to the protest and reformation that shaped the state of
christian religiosity today part four is a cryptic narrative that seeks to unveil and thus end the evolutionary process underway european history by its cultural roots
its founding myths and the journey of the european people inspired by a celtic metaphysical approach only by delving into the various mysteries collected in eastern greek
cosmogony in ancient greco roman mythology in the biblical letter and again in the most famous medieval legends narrated by the chanson de geste can one translator
alessandra cervetti publisher tektime

Selected Papers
2010-08-26

a people s church brings together a distinguished international group of historians to provide a sweeping introduction to christian religious life and institutions in
medieval italy each essay treats a single theme as broadly as possible highlighting both the unique aspects of medieval christianity on the italian peninsula and the
beliefs and practices it shared with other christian societies because of its long tradition of communal self governance christianity in medieval italy perhaps more than
anywhere else was truly a people s church at the same time its exceptional urban wealth and literacy rates along with its rich and varied intellectual and artistic
culture led to diverse forms of religious devotion and institutions contributors maria pia alberzoni on heresy frances andrews on urban religion cécile caby on
monasticism giovanna casagrande on mendicants george dameron on florence antonella degl innocenti on saints marina gazzini on lay confraternities maureen c miller on
bishops agostino paravicini bagliani and pietro silanos on the papacy and italian politics antonio rigon on clerical confraternities neslihan Şenocak on the pievi and
care of souls giovanni vitolo on naples

Merchants, Pirates, and Smugglers
2019-01-17

this major essay collection takes a fresh look at how differences among people matter for music and musical thought

History of european integration in 2500 years
2022-02-03

on march 16 1978 the former prime minister of italy aldo moro was kidnapped by the red brigades and what followed the fifty five days of captivity that resulted in moro s
murder constitutes one of the most striking social dramas of the twentieth century in this compelling study of terrorism robin wagner pacifici employs methods from
sociology symbolic anthropology and literary criticism to decode the many social texts that shaped the event political speeches newspaper reports television and radio
news editorials photographs moro s letters red brigade communiques and appeals by various international figures the analysis of these texts calls into question the
function of politics social drama spectacle and theater wagner pacifici provides a dramaturgic analysis of the moro affair as a method for discussing the culture of
politics in italy

A People's Church
2023-06-15

no society can escape population ageing this demographic phenomenon has profound social consequences on the lifestyles of individuals and societies in the light of the
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accelerated ageing of the mediterranean area the analyses which inform this work aim to understand how the age related policies of nation states are partly responsible
for the behaviours of the generations they also highlight how the lifestyle changes are the result of trends which are common to these societies the mediterranean area
constructed here by the researchers offers an in depth reflection on the national cases presented in terms of their specificities or societal singularities as well as of
their dynamics of convergence drawing on empirical research in sociology demography geography and economics exploiting the most recent data available and setting the
present in historical perspective ageing lifestyles and economic crises studies mediterranean societies in relation to three major challenges which they now confront
these are population ageing and its implications in terms of intergenerational family support relationships increasingly insecure adult professional trajectories and
their consequences for the evolution of social gender roles in an economic context commonly referred to as a crisis and lastly the role of nation states public policies
in the social reproduction of these gender inequalities these three issues are the keystone to understanding the ongoing transformations in the lifestyles and life cycles
of mediterranean societies this volume marshals a wealth of recent data that will be useful not only to many academics and scientists but also to local and national
policy makers

Subject Catalog
1999

the hellenistic period approximately the last three centuries b c with its cultural complexities and enduring legacies retains a lasting fascination today reflecting the
vigor and productivity of scholarship directed at this period in the past decade this collection of original essays is a wide ranging exploration of current discoveries
and questions the twelve essays emphasize the cultural interaction of greek and non greek societies in the hellenistic period in contrast to more conventional focuses on
politics society or economy the result of original research by some of the leading scholars in hellenistic history and culture this volume is an exemplary illustration of
the cultural richness of this period paul cartledge s introduction contains an illuminating introductory overview of current trends in hellenistic scholarship the essays
themselves range over broad questions of comparative historiography literature religion and the roles of athens rome and the jews within the context of the hellenistic
world the volume is dedicated to frank walbank and includes an updated bibliography of his work which has been essential to our understanding of the hellenistic period

Bibliografia nazionale italiana
1978

in 150 years italy transformed itself from a poor and backward country into one where living standards are among the highest in the world in measuring wellbeing giovanni
vecchi provides an innovative analysis of this change by drawing on family accounts that provide engaging insights into life and are the micro data that create the
foundations for the macro picture of variations and fluctuations in the development of italy vecchi provides a nuanced account of the changes he emphasizes that the
concept of wellbeing is multidimensional and must include non monetary aspects of life nutrition health and education as well as less tangible elements such as freedom or
the possibility to exercise one s political rights the book deals with this polyhedral nature of wellbeing among the insights are that italians succeeded in combining
growth with equity but that the gap between the north and south did not narrow the while longevity has increased education has not improved as much as it could have and
that for close to three decades italy s virtuous path has come to a halt the wellbeing of the italian people is at the crossroads between progress and decline measuring
wellbeing engagingly combines a unique dataset and an innovative statistical method that can be adapted to other countries

Monographic Series
2015-01-08

the second edition of the routledge international handbook of globalization studies offers students clear and informed chapters on the history of globalization and key
theories that have considered the causes and consequences of the globalization process there are substantive sections looking at demographic economic technological social
and cultural changes in globalization the handbook examines many negative aspects new wars slavery illegal migration pollution and inequality but concludes with an
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examination of responses to these problems through human rights organizations international labour law and the growth of cosmopolitanism there is a strong emphasis on
interdisciplinary approaches with essays covering sociology demography economics politics anthropology and history the second edition has been completely revised and
features important new thinking on themes such as islamophobia and the globalization of religious conflict shifts in global energy production such as fracking global
inequalities fiscal transformations of the state and problems of taxation globalization and higher education and an analysis of the general sense of catastrophe that
surrounds contemporary understandings of the consequences of a global world

Rethinking Difference in Music Scholarship
1986-11-15

this edited book presents a cross disciplinary and international conversation about the discursive nature of populist politics based on the idea that language and meaning
making are central to the political process the authors present research originating from disciplines such as sociology political science linguistics gender studies and
education giving credence to the variety and context dependence of both populist discourse and its analysis using a variety of different theoretical frames the volume
examines international case studies from europe africa asia and the americas looking at different modes of populism as well as the interaction of populism with other
ideologies and belief systems the chapters draw on several disciplines and will be of interest to scholars working in linguistics political studies journalism rhetoric
and discourse analysis

The Moro Morality Play
2017-09-07

this volume show the many facets of contact in al andalus and medieval iberia with issues still vital after more than a millennium as cultures face off and open or close
frontiers to ideas customs ideologies and the arts

Ageing, Lifestyles and Economic Crises
1997

the author gives his contribution to the solution of important problems related to the setting of an organization theory of complex systems and shows the applications
resulting from it in important fields of knowledge such as biological the psychological and sociological he shows how traditional concepts of science are upset in
particular certain results of clausius in thermodynamics and of boltzmann in statistical physics the formulation of the problem of the order formation in isolated systems
the theory of the galaxies formation certain aspects of the theory of evolution the organization of the immune system then important aspects of psychic and social systems

Hellenistic Constructs
2011

medievalists reading and writing about and around authority related themes lack clear definitions of its actual meanings in the medieval context authorities in the middle
ages offers answers to this thorny issue through specialized investigations this book considers the concept of authority and explores the various practices of creating
authority in medieval society in their studies sixteen scholars investigate the definition formation establishment maintenance and collapse of what we understand in terms
of medieval struggles for authority influence and power the interdisciplinary nature of this volume resonates with the multi faceted field of medieval culture its social
structures and forms of communication the fields of expertise include history legal studies theology philosophy politics literature and art history the scope of inquiry
extends from late antiquity to the mid fifteenth century from the church fathers debating with pagans to the rapacious ghosts ruining the life of the living in the sagas
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there is a special emphasis on such exciting but understudied areas as the balkans iceland and the eastern fringes of scandinavia

Il circuito della sofferenza. Uno studio evoluzionistico sulla follia
2017-01-13

tant au niveau des revenus que du développement économique les inégalités n ont pas diminué dans le monde en ce début du troisième millénaire et cela malgré les
interventions des gouvernements des ong et des bailleurs de fonds internationaux on commettrait également une grave erreur de diagnostic si l on considérait la pauvreté
et l exclusion sociale comme des caractéristiques réservées aux pays en développement les inégalités dans la répartition du revenu et dans l accès aux droits existent
également dans les pays les plus riches les essais regroupés dans cet ouvrage entendent procéder à une étude aussi exhaustive que possible des rapports entre
développement économique égalité et pauvreté cette analyse est conduite dans le cadre de trois grands domaines thématiques le premier présente le cadre théorique de
référence relatif aux interconnexions entre développement économique et inégalités le deuxième est consacré à l étude de la pauvreté et de l exclusion sociale dans les
régions et pays en développement sahel maroc burkina faso nigeria enfin le troisième thème porte sur l analyse des inégalités et de la pauvreté dans les pays développés
en particulier dans les zones urbaines de rome naples munich dublin aux fins d une analyse comparative dans l essai introductif growth and inegality theoretical issues
and empirical evidence sont examinées les interconnections entre croissance économique et inégalités les auteurs procèdent ainsi à une revue critique aussi vaste que
minutieuse de la littérature en la matière ils démontrent que l examen des inégalités ne saurait être limité à la répartition du revenu mais qu il faut également l
étendre à bien d autres facteurs pour identifier les dimensions réelles du bien être et des inégalités

Measuring Wellbeing
2015-12-22

this volume collects more than 60 papers by contributors from the british isles italy and other parts of continental europe and north and south america focussing on
recent developments in italian archaeology from the neolithic to the modern period

The Routledge International Handbook of Globalization Studies
2020-12-11

disaster risk is increasing not only in number of events but also in incurred losses such increases are being driven also by the growing exposure of assets due to the
rapid urban growth because vulnerability decreases as countries develop but not enough to compensate the situation will be more and more critical due to the growth of the
amount of the building stock thus we need new initiatives to foster upgrading of existing building and enhancement of land planning strategies safe home scheme is aimed
at increasing urban safety requirements against hazards under an advanced labeling approach it provides a quantitative evaluation of building performance through an
objective reproducible approach assessing risks at a land urban and building scale aim of this rating system is to result in useful information to different users like
land planning decision makers owners purchasers tenants or property and real estate managers

Discursive Approaches to Populism Across Disciplines
2010-01-11

la pubblicazione degli atti del convegno internazionale il pensiero letterario come fondamento di una testa ben fatta si propone di dare ampia disseminazione a
riflessioni di studiosi che a partire da approcci disciplinari diversi si interrogano tutti circa l importanza del testo letterario quale fattore strutturante di un modo
complesso e ricco di guardare il mondo di comprendere meglio se stessi e gli altri di concepire la rete di relazioni nel tempo e nello spazio che compone il nostro
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ambiente di vita fisico e mentale di elaborare nuove prospettive di visione o forme di accesso alla realtà e al linguaggio più intime e dirette come fa ad esempio la
poesia sul solco del concetto di testa ben fatta da montaigne a edgar morin la letteratura appare come una fondamentale modalità di connessione e di comprensione dei
molteplici aspetti che realizzano la nostra umanità per noi che siamo innanzi tutto degli esseri di parola e di testi le scienze dell educazione traggono certamente
vantaggio da questa consapevolezza anche o soprattutto nel mondo attuale

Al-Andalus, Sepharad and Medieval Iberia
2011-09

1060 168

Studies on Complex Systems
2013-04-30

in ogni alunno è nascosto un mosè nel marmo del suo background l evidence based education è lo scalpello che può farlo emergere perchè la valutazione è un arte e ha
bisogno di tecnica per essere personalizzata

Authorities in the Middle Ages
2005

leading international scholars consider changes and developments in school government practice in the united states canada england and wales scotland australia new
zealand france west germany italy denmark norway and sweden each chapter looks at the introduction or reform of councils at school level designed to secure the
involvement in decision making of parents teachers students and the local community essential reading for everyone involved in educational administration this informative
book will also be of interest to researchers of comparative education the politics of education and participatory developments in the field

Développement, inégalités, pauvretés
2018-08-13

negli ultimi tempi si è sviluppato un ampio dibattito politico sull opportunità di una riforma istituzionale allo scopo di rivedere e modificare quelle parti della
costituzione che alla luce dell esperienza hanno rivelato difficoltà di funzionamento il problema non riguarderebbe anche se non tutti condividono quest affermazione la
prima parte della costituzione quella relativa alla definizione dei diritti dei doveri dei principi fondamentali dei rapporti civili economici e sociali ma la seconda
parte quella relativa agli organi fondamentali dello stato alla struttura dei poteri all equilibrio delle diverse funzioni un eventuale riforma però se vuole essere
rispettosa del patto sociale che ha originato la costituzione del 1948 non può prescindere da un ampia maggioranza come quella che caratterizzò il voto del 22 dicembre
1947 in mancanza di tali condizioni infatti qualsiasi riforma potrebbe venire rigettata dal popolo com è appunto accaduto nel recente passato

Papers in Italian Archaeology VII: The Archaeology of Death
2014-05-02

die ibohs verzeichnet jährlich die bedeutendsten neuerscheinungen geschichtswissenschaftlicher monographien und zeitschriftenartikel weltweit die inhaltlich von der vor
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und frühgeschichte bis zur jüngsten vergangenheit reichen sie ist damit die derzeit einzige laufende bibliographie dieser art die thematisch zeitlich und geographisch ein
derart breites spektrum abdeckt innerhalb der systematischen gliederung nach zeitalter region oder historischer disziplin sind die werke nach autorennamen oder
charakteristischem titelhauptwort aufgelistet

Towards a Territorial Multi-Disaster Buildings’ Resistance Certification
2016

this title offers students clear and informed chapters on the history of globalization and key theories that have considered the causes and consequences of the
globalization process there are substantive sections looking at demographic economic technological social and cultural changes in globalization

Il tempo sospeso. Anoressia e bulimia tra individuo, famiglia e società
2017-02-01

Il pensiero letterario come fondamento di una testa ben fatta
2001

Il papato e l'Europa
2009-07-23T00:00:00+02:00

Sviluppare il potenziale nelle professioni, nel lavoro, nello studio, nello sport. Approcci, metodi, applicazioni
1996

Trattato di metodologia della ricerca storica: Il metodo e le origini nella Grecia antica
2023-07-10

Scolpire il Mosè nascosto dentro il marmo
2014-06-28
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The Politics of School Government
2014

Oltre il cerimoniale dei viceré. Le dinamiche istituzionali nella Sicilia barocca
2012-02-15

Il crepuscolo della seconda parte della Costituzione
2011-01-01

2006
2011

The Routledge International Handbook of Globalization Studies
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